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Connections to River Ayr
- Views of River Ayr
- Access to the river
- Water edge treatment and geometry

Human Scale
- To design an environment for everyday interactions
- A comfortable social space
- Consider micro-climate and sun path

Accessibility + Level Changes
- Level change can provide informal seating, event spaces, play 
spaces + frame  views
- Provide a fully accessible space meeting the Equality Act.

Green space, Biodiversity and Climate Resilience
- A space that supports biodiversity 
- Introduce seasonal interest
- Surface water treatment via soft and hard landscaping.

Outdoor Exhibits
- Provide the potential to accommodate a series of permanent or 
temporary exhibitions.
- Reinforce this part of Ayr Town Centre, designated as a Cultural 
and Heritage Zone.

Patterns and Scale
- Consideration of the scale of the adjacent plots
- Former site uses and building footprint
- Historic Vennels

Visual Connections
- Current key landmarks 
- Avoid obstruction of key views

Buildings + Structures
- Opportunity for day and night activities
- Active frontages on the ground floor 
- Residential on the upper floors

Special Events
- Winter Festival+ Market
- Concert
- Farmer’s Market

Active, Playful and Community Space
- From large scale special events to everyday activities.
- Everyday activities may include: Kick-about Area, Outdoor 
Classroom, Natural / Informal Play

- Food Fair/ Food 
Festival
- Outdoor Cinema

Design Themes were established for the 13th November 19 event which 
were initially used to ignite the conversation regarding potential design 
approaches for the site. Each of these themes were explored through 
discussions and are summarised below.

Core Design Themes

100m: Social field of vision, where it is possible to see others.

70m: Someone familiar may be recognisable; age, activity etc.

50 m: Shouting can be heard but may be 
         difficult to understand.

30m: Facial features can be seen.

25m: Sounds are in range. It is possible to communicate.

7m:  Allows for conversation with little detail.
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This booklet sets out the ideas, feedback and comments received 
throughout the community consultation events held in October 19, 
November 19 and January 20. The feedback from the public has 
served to inform the project brief and feed into the emerging design.
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Ideas Workshop Event Details

Your Feedback
The interactive wall chart returned the following results;

Ranked as below;

1   Connections to River Ayr       
2   Special Events          
3   Green Space + Biodiversity      
4   Outdoor Exhibits        
5   Level Changes and Accessibility   
6   Buildings and Structures       
7   Active, Playful and Community Space       
8   Visual Connections       
9   Patterns and Scale      
10   Human Scale        

Connections 
to River Ayr

Arts / Events Space

Open Green Space /Public Garden

Open Social Space

Visual / Physical Connection to River Ayr

Community + Performance Space

Historical / Cultural Links to Ayr

Retaining + Maintaining Traditional Building Facade

Glazed Buildings

Special 
Events

Green Space 
+ Biodiversity

Outdoor Exhibits

Level Changes 
+ Accessibility

Building + 
Structures

Active, Playful + 
Community Space

Visual Connections
Patterns + ScaleHuman Scale

A number of common themes emerged from the 
public feedback sheets and could be distilled into 
the following;

Ranked as below;

1   Arts / Events Space       
2   Open Green Space / Public Garden  
3   Open Social Space       
4   Visual/ Physical Connection to River Ayr 
5   Community + Performance Space     
6   Historical / Cultural Links to Ayr    
7   Retaining + Maintaining Traditional Building  
  Façade  
8  Glazed Buildings
  (introduced onto site with views out)  

Fishing, Provide platform for boats, Comedy club 
(night time activities),  Music (night time activities)  
Film projection, Café,  Book fair,  Face painting,  
Farmers Market,  A meeting point,  Bandstand- 
Architectural feature,  Water activities,  Night time 
activities- especially in summer,  Vistas with the 
waterfront,  Promenade,  Festival events,  Small 
marina,  Shop fronts to be open at night,  Outdoor 
cinema- showcasing films and sports events,  Arts 
complex,  Performance space,  Picnic,  Special 
events- cultural/ musical,  Continuous link to the 
beach,  Fayre,  Amphitheatre, Linking to history,  
Bridging generations - the elderly and children,  
Reinstate the culture and history of the Ayr,  
Encourage wildlife-biodiversity,  Linking UWS 
and Ayrshire College,  Playpark,  Lines of trees,  
Archway for entrance into open space,  Yoga,  
Relaxing space,  Year round events,  Non-tidal 
basin,  Outdoor gym equipment,  Outdoor learning 
space,  Encourage all day footfall,  Gaming centre, 
Path running,  Sitting area,  Modern sculptures, 
Market,  Ice rink,  Open riverside, connecting 
to the opposite side of site,  Free events,  Safe- 
even to visit at night, Control water level/tidal 
rises,  Flood protection,  Fully pedestrianise High 
Street,  Gardens,  Space for temporary marquees,  
Car park,  Flexible/ multi use space,  Planters,  
Sun facing outdoor open seating space,  Scots 
language,  Continuous walkway, Interactive garden/ 
artists exhibits,  ‘Green’ screen for the 3 sides- line 
of trees on the perimeter;  Pedestrian access from 
site to bridge,  Boardwalk on site, connecting the 
river,  Biodiversity/ ecological, textures, evergreen,  
A space to view even when it’s raining,  Lighting, 
Community, Housing, Tourist info, No More Shops, 
restore High Street

Feedback from Nov 19 Ideas Workshop

218 ATTENDEES
84 SIGN INS

THE GRAIN EXCHANGE
77-81 HIGH STREET

CONSULTATION HELD 
13.11.2019

49 OPT INS
(to be informed of 

project updates)

100 FLIERS HANDED OUT 
FOR UPCOMING EVENT |29 

JANUARY

OVER 1000 FLIERS 
HANDED OUT AHEAD 
OF CONSULTATION

100 INFORMATION 
PACKS HANDED OUT 
TO LOCAL BUSINESSES’ 
AHEAD OF EVENT

53 FEEDBACK 
SHEETS FILLED 
OUT
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Outdoor Cinema Event

Summary of Day o the Deid

To launch this first public consultation for the project an Outdoor Cinema event 
occurred on the Ayr Riverside site on 27 October to coincide with Tamfest and 
the Day of the Deid procession.

Filmed interviews were gathered ahead of the event and also throughout the 
day cut with historic footage of the site that encapsulated the Ayr and the 
development of the town centre through time.

The event and interviews captured aspirations from the community for what the 
space could become. There was signifcant interest and some fantastic ideas 
captured in the interviews to help shape the future of the site.

31 PEOPLE 
INTERVIEWED

23 FILMED 
INTERVIEWS 

FOR FILM

Post-Event Content
A short film about the outdoor cinema event is available here:
https://vimeo.com/371429563/ce2c6cd483
And the longer film shown at the event is available here:
https://vimeo.com/371152311/a352ee82ce

69 ATTENDEES IN 
AUDIENCE 
TO WATCH FILM ON THE 
DAY

200 FLYERS 
HANDED OUT 
BEFORE EVENT

250 ATTENDEES ON 
THE SITE OVER THE 
DURATION OF THE SITE 
BEING ACCESSIBLE



You said you’d like to see... 
visual + physical connections to the River Ayr

We’ve suggested...
A walkway strengthening the connection between Ayr Town Centre and the River Ayr. 
Increased links and access points to the space and further opportunities for footfall.

“To exclude the river would be a mistake” “The development of this site must be connected with other improvements, 
particularly the river walks”

The original project brief, which we are exploring, included:

- Create an accessible, exciting, functional, stimulating, innovative and modern environment for the centre of Ayr 

- Design a sustainable, energy efficient and environmentally responsible solution which builds on the standards in line with Council policy

- Develop a design solution which offers flexibility in use and long term adaptability

- Develop construction solutions which have the potential to respond to the nature of the riverside site

- Create a design that can be constructed within the cost parameters set out by the Council for delivery of the project

It was confirmed by SAC in December that 8 no. accessible flats and a ground floor community building should be added 
to the space. The following key design issues are included, based on your feedback: 
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Developing Your Feedback + Ideas

You said you’d like to see... 
an event space with capacity to host special events on 
the site.

We’ve suggested...
A large central area within the space capable of hosting a variety of events from concerts to christmas 
lights switch on, markets and exhibits to an outdoor cinema and ‘big screen’ for showcasing significant 
televised events.

“A communal space accessible to all with a range of activities 
and events throughout the year.” “Keep the space flexible”



We’ve suggested...
providing incidental seating areas within an open public space that maintain unobstructed views 
to the river with varying dwell spaces throughout- places to encourage social interaction, to sit, 
to chat, to enjoy the setting. 

“I see the area being utilised for leisure activities with seating areas 
(sheltered and open) and views across the river”

You said you’d like to see... 
an open social space making use of the site’s unique riverside 
setting 
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Developing Your Feedback + Ideas

We’ve suggested...
part of the site be used as a permanent outdoor museum to publicly 
showcase Ayr’s rich cultural identity and history through information plinths, 
plaques, artefacts. Furthermore the site can reflect the context and former 
site layout.

You said you’d like to see... 
the site capture Ayr’s identity to reconnect the town with its 
past and celebrate its history 

“I envisage a base for bringing the community in Ayr 
together as well as the place for tourists to start their visit” 

“Site needs to provide an element of wider 
social activity...make it a hub to pull together 

the various elements of the town centre”

“what about a free use outdoor public ‘theatre’ stage and associated seating area?”



We’ve suggested...
populating the central space with trees and shrubs to ‘green’ the site and soften 
the urban environment.

You said you’d like to see... 
open green spaces with planting and soft landscaping

As an Information KioskExample
St. Andrews’ Square, Edinburgh

As a Cafe As an Outdoor Classroom
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Developing Your Feedback + Ideas

“garden / green space would be a good use of space”

“open, green, natural”

“open and green with trees as natural shelter in planters”

We’ve suggested...
a small pavilion within the centre of the public space which could function as a 
cafe, tourist information kiosk or outdoor classroom offering shelter within the 
open space. This will activate the new space. We see this building as multi-use; 
changable to the requirements of the town at any given time during the year. 
We’ve also proposed eight flats within the development to reduce the overall 
sprawl of the site, whilst lining one end with community-use facilities.

You said you’d like to see... 
limited development on the site with buildings reduced 
to a small one-off multi-functional space and small scale 
housing. 

“a nice glass building offering view out” “(Site requires) some residential buildings - should be social housing as 
long as it doesn’t take up too much of the site”
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Feedback from Jan 29 Emerging Ideas Workshop

100 MAIL CHAIN 
SUBSCRIBERS ON
DISTRIBUTION 
DATABASE

234 ATTENDEES

94 SIGN INS

68 OPT INS
(to be informed of 
project updates)

59 FEEDBACK 
SHEETS FILLED OUT

Your Feedback

LIFE

SPACE

BUILDINGS

OTHER

Regular Activities to encourage 
length of stay; paid events 

No Residential Buildings

Open, Multi- Functional+ Flexible Space

Continuous River Walk
Attractive Space with Planting

Lighting

Creating a Destination- Restaurant/Cafe/Bar

Painted Mural

Safe Space

Cafe with Outdoor Seating

Connection to the River

Preferred more Open Space

Removable or Retractable Cover/ Canopy

A Design that Retains its Settings and Vistas

Performance Space

A Space with Reference to Local History

Space for Markets/ Festivals

Boat Rides

Tourist AttractionViews to the River

Connection to the River

Sheltered Space

Robust, Adaptable and Sustainable Design

Day + Night Activities
Noise Level Concerns

Thoughts of Proposals Over Achieving

To Utilise Old Buildings Instead of Having New Builds

Car Parking Concerns

Anti-Social Behaviour  Concerns

Maintenance Concerns

Enhance Public Transport to Site, to encourage use of Space

Public Toilets

Disable Parking+ Access

Good Quality Buildings for Social Housing

Objected to Demolition of 8-10 High Street

Building Frontage to High Street
Architecture that suits historical context

Minimum No. Building, Achieving mostly Open Space

No Buildings

Public Terrace Roof Gardens Instead of Residential Use

Pavilion on Edge of Site

Community Use Building

Adaptable Open Space

Outdoor Museum

Exhibition Space

Outdoor Classroom
Like the Life approach
To Ensure High Footfall

All year around interests

Town Centre Living
Open Space to sit in
Community based Activities.

Independent cafe/ shops/ bars

Water Weir to Raise Water Level

Compliments Historical Setting

Evening Findings

The following results were based on analysis of public feedback sheets. Similar feedback 
responses have been grouped and categorised as follows around the over-arching event 
theme Life | Space | Buildings; 

Some of the Findings
The following results are based on analysis of the feedback sheets collected on the 
29th Jan. Quotes and comments are also set out for reference.

“Great ideas… needs to be an open and flexible 
space for as many different events as possible”

“A far better proposal that the initial plan. An open 
space, with all the essential facilities (toilets) and 
the area being easily adapted for different style 
events.”

“Encouraged by the broad range of uses and 
activities that such a small space could be used for 
- (this kind of) outside-the-box thinking is what will 
rejuvenate the town”

“Like the idea of the promenade! Hoping that the 
green areas will be accessible to all with plenty of 
sensory planting for residents”

“Ayr has, for too long, like many other Town Centres, 
been looking for the Holy Grail. Ayr has it now. The 
Holy Grail is this opportunity”

“The proposals looked very good and thoughtful and in-
keeping with the setting/vista”

“the site should be open and green”

“History of Ayr must be part of new development” “The creation of a public space, if successful, has the 
ability to act as a catalyst, anchoring the High Street 
between this site and the shops at the top of the town.”

“I love the idea of resurrecting this wee vennel”

“Social housing important to site and should 
increase to more than 8… (housing) needs to be 
of a high standard; a high quality building”

“Just modernise, be radical”

“Love the idea of a riverside walkway with 
areas to sit / picnic / view”

I am encouraged that the plans allow for an 
open aspect to the river, an opportunity 

to showcase historical elements, the 
accommodation of annual festivals and 

encouragement of performance areas along 
with green space. Good too that living 

accommodation can be included

“the proposed housing would 
be a mistake... The town has an 

abundance of residential flats 
above used and disused shops that 

should be reinstated”

“Lots of great ideas here”  
“Feel performing area/ cinema would benefit from 
some form of canopy/roof/retractable cover”



“The river is a huge asset so if 
river walk could be extended it 

would be ideal”
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LIFE

Life 

 

Monthly/ regular activities; encourage people to stay, including paid 
events x17 

Day + night activities x11 

All year around activities/ interests x5 

An adaptable open space x5 

Open space to sit in- seating x4  

Community based activities to ensure longevity of site x4 

Outdoor museum x4 

Town centre living x4 

Exhibition space x3 

Small independent café, shops and bars x3  

Like the life approach x2  

Outdoor classroom/Home schooling x2 

To ensure high footfall x2 

Picnic with sheltered wooden structures with views to river  

Arts, culture have been very popular ideas 

Tidal, a potential weir to rise water level, shielding muddy 
waterfront adjacent to site 

Fishing – crown estates have right to that, have right to fish off the 
banks; salmon and sea trout 

Canoeing 

Outdoor Art activities- painting/drawing etc. 

Yoga  

Tai Chi 

Elevated area as stage 

In support of a multi-use space which can be used as cafe on nice 
weather & Christmas market 

Concerns over the education staff willingness to utilise site, 
suggesting open, green spaces might be sufficient enough, no need 
for dedicated area.  

Space to relax in 

Everyday + special events 

Only small-medium event should be held on site 

Life 

 

In favour of outdoor museum 

Markets and music  

Include Ayr history and the river and make it modern 

Water sports boating, fishing etc. 

To create community feel 

Prolong stay 

Not ideal to haver the elderly accommodation next to public space 

Thinks the proposal is positive but feels the lower green is a more 
suitable place. This site should be left for investment for the town 
and public. 

Indoor artist space + markets to sell crafts 

Concerns over the demands for more function spaces in Ayr as 
Wellington Square is rarely used and Grain Exchange is underuse 
despite protection from the weather. 

SPACE

Space 

 

Open+ multifunctional + flexible x24 

River walk- continuous link along the river edge x18 

Trees, grass and planting to brighten the area, make it attractive x13 

Connection to the water x13 

Sheltered space x10 

Sustainable + robust design that highlights- climate changes / 
adaptations as well x 9 

Raise the water level to hide the unsightly mud x7 

Compliments the historical setting x6 

Lighting; especially deter crimes x5 

Prefer more open space x5 

Having views to the river x5 

To have an open greenspace x4 

Café with outdoor seating x4 

Creating a destination- food, café, drink x3 

Get visitors/ tourism x3  

Performance space x3 

Removable canopy/ retractable cover x3 

Space for markets, festivals etc. x3 

Safety- CCTV x3 

More references of Ayr’s history x2 - especially reference to 
Cromwell’s Fort, currently ignored + Burn’s philosophy into the 
space.  

Landscaping- hard+ soft elements x3 

Sensory Garden x2 

Design of the space to keep the settings and vistas. x2 

Boat rides x2 

Paint a massive Burns murals+ St Mugo x2 

Connection to town hall- High Line in NYC as examples; framing 
views 

Link with Auld kirk + beautiful graveyard 

Concern over opening the river can conflict the setting with the Auld 
Bridge and Auld Kirk 

Space 

 

Plaza 

No shops, restaurants, cafes or housing 

Sculpted design space 

Only a min. amount of space should be open space 

Natural materials; stone+ glass 

Walkable surfaces 

Lighting at night time 

Structure with removable roof 

Colourful space 

Public space only, no buildings 

North bank of the river +3 years ago European markets to the North 
Banks was popular Friday/ Saturday/ Sunday. 

Perhaps a coffee shop next to the river 

Like the idea of a distinctive multifunctional space with WiFi, 5G and 
charging points 

Power sockets for markets; avoiding generators 

Solar where possible 

Put in a museum 

Option 1 preferred 

Needs play space 

Modern structures 

A space that compliments Louden Square 

Must be car free 

Should be design to ‘Why would someone come to Ayr?’ 

Weddings/ Graduations takes place in town hall could be spilled into 
the new public space 

Use building edge to frame the public space –like Helensburgh 

CANNOT BE LEFT EMPTY 

As marina, jetty with access from New Bridge 

Like the linked walkways 

In favours of the level changes, however the existing ‘amphitheatre’ 
build nearby does not used. 

Space 

 

Plaza 

No shops, restaurants, cafes or housing 

Sculpted design space 

Only a min. amount of space should be open space 

Natural materials; stone+ glass 

Walkable surfaces 

Lighting at night time 

Structure with removable roof 

Colourful space 

Public space only, no buildings 

North bank of the river +3 years ago European markets to the North 
Banks was popular Friday/ Saturday/ Sunday. 

Perhaps a coffee shop next to the river 

Like the idea of a distinctive multifunctional space with WiFi, 5G and 
charging points 

Power sockets for markets; avoiding generators 

Solar where possible 

Put in a museum 

Option 1 preferred 

Needs play space 

Modern structures 

A space that compliments Louden Square 

Must be car free 

Should be design to ‘Why would someone come to Ayr?’ 

Weddings/ Graduations takes place in town hall could be spilled into 
the new public space 

Use building edge to frame the public space –like Helensburgh 

CANNOT BE LEFT EMPTY 

As marina, jetty with access from New Bridge 

Like the linked walkways 

In favours of the level changes, however the existing ‘amphitheatre’ 
build nearby does not used. 

Space 

 

Open with low level pavilion 
Full panorama of two iconic bridges and flood lit at night 

Visitor info centre -link to burns etc. 

In favour of multiple entrances 

A building frontage with access to the back as open space- arches 

Have water features and lighting 

Cobbles for hardscape 

Small sculptures to reflect the town’s history 

Car park 

In support of emerging proposals 

BUILDINGS

OTHER

Others 

 

Many wonders if the project is trying too much x4 

Events and transport/ parking needs to in line as many services stop 
at night time x3 

Parking concerns x3  

Need public bathrooms- especially ladies bathrooms, requires more 
stalls than men x2 

Concerns over anti-social behaviours x2 

How to enter the space/ disable parking? x2 

SAC needs to upkeep equipment, i.e. television screen at Irvine only 
works 50% of the time. X2 

Keep it open 

Small section for tourist 

Small garden area 

Act as a catalyst and anchor the high street +shops 

Include kids in the process, children, teens, students 

Concern over range of activates would discourage town centre living 

Housing should be phased, public space first as catalyst to bring 
people in, creating a demand for town centre living 

Excellent presentation 

In need of community consultation, none in 6 years, differs to public 
consultation 

Main reason to go to town is as a meeting point, have dinner etc, 
secondly for cultural events. 

A budget to for maintenance 

Concerns over proposal trying to accommodate too many things 

Lot of materials at Ayr Academy for an outdoor museum 

To encourage more foot fall from the other end of High Street 

Open vennel next to the empty sweet shop 

Upper floors of the buildings should be accessible to the public- a 
café for food so public can enjoy views the river. 

Don’t think residential should be considered for an “open” space 
which isn’t a vast area. Bringing problems like parking. Although I 
understand self-policing. 

Bordeaux waterfront 

Others 

 

Query on how the space would be maintained 

Public convince? 

Have a tourist info centre/ what’s on point for locals 

No view to the Town Hall required 

Look up Hornsey Town Hall 

Many mention would like more open conversations with SAC 

Many mentioned their wishes to see the plans and action into place 
for the project 

Requests for community consultation 

The need for development with buildings on site is felt to be more 
important than views from Bridges to Town Hall. 

‘Just modernise be radical’ 

More historical incorporation of local history in street furniture etc 
has been overdone and shown no improvement.  

No requirements for more greenspace with Low Green 

Have developers on High Street, stop the decade of existing 
buildings. 

Concerns if the site have cafes/restaurants would have a negative 
impact to existing local business 

Happy to get involved on reveal local history. 

Start construction ASAP “It is very important to make the river view more 
attractive. There needs to be a weir west of the new 
bridge to deepen the water and hide the current 
muddy mess”

“Speed of progress now vital. We need to see plans 
agreed and work on site”

“(I’d like to see) tiered seating, performance space, 
sheltered space - a continuation of a link along the 
river edge would be fantastic”

“Introducing life and activities to the site is 
fundamental to the creation of successful 

place-making.” 

“When considering toilet provision please provide appropriate 
provision for women”

“Provision for studio space for local 
artists would be good”

“Map as surface of park 
open space looks great” 

“a very ambitious plan- maybe too much trying to 
please everyone”

“Open air museum and information hub would be 
ideal. Needs enclosed info centre. Community hub 

building- good. Flats above - not needed”

“There was no SAC 
representation”

“Overall I think the current proposals are very 
encouraging and positive”

“Main reason for myself and friends (27 y/o) to go to town 
centre is for food and drink. If  this can be made into a nice 

space to do so throughout the year it would be well used 
day and night”

“The view of the public has been well identified 
and the design proposals in general are reflecting 
those views”

“Shelter from the rain is needed”

“Two F’s… Flexibility and Future-proofed” 

“Like the idea of semi-permanent structures to 
have a multi-purpose space that can change needs 
depending on the time of year, cultural events etc.
Permanent structures that make use of views also 
welcome but need to be multi-purpose”

“Agree there needs to be some buildings on site for storage 
and toilets. I do not agree with residential on this particular 

part of the open space”

“I think all the events listed in the proposal sound great. Live, 
markets, seasonal, all. Recent such events have shown people are 

interested. I think this would ensure a generous footfall in the area 
giving a boost to the other businesses…I think all ideas will be an 

improvement”

“Loved the proposals. I think they sound 
very exciting and the amount of potential 

uses in this space was just amazing”

“The area needs to be a destination space”

Some of the Findings
Feedback responses have been grouped and categorised as follows around the over-arching themes; Life | Space | Buildings; 

Feedback from Jan 29 Emerging Ideas Workshop
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Key Themes to inform the Emerging Proposal

The proposals are seeking to respond to recurring comments and feedback from the public engagement process. 
In summary there was a general consensus encouragement for the following ;

- cultivating a contemporary space which fosters community, culture and coming together
- celebrating Ayr’s identity; reconnecting the town with its past and celebrating its history
- enhanced visual + physical connections to and along the River Ayr
- an event space with capacity to host special events (formal or informal, big or small)
- an attractive open space with social / community spaces / activities day in, day out.
- open green spaces and gardens with planting to soften the urban environment
- a gateway to Ayr town centre: an orientation point in a network of destinations
- limited new development on the site to screen, frame and enliven a new urban space

In response to this the design proposals include;
- Creation of a riverside promenade (with possibility for future connections)
- An events square / space capable of hosting performances / parades / markets  
- Urban spaces to create a positive microclimate and an everyday place to enjoy 
- An accessible, step-free and car-free environment promoting walking, wheeling and cycling
- Garden spaces to enhance biodiversity and create an attractive soft landscape setting
- An outdoor museum will be explored to consider innovative interpretation to reveal the history and culture of the place 


